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Abstract

Object Request Broker (ORB) middleware has shown promise in meeting the functional and real-time performance requirements of distributed real-time and embedded (DRE) systems. However, existing real-time ORB middleware standards such as RT-CORBA do not adequately address the challenges of (1) managing unpredictable workload, and (2) providing robust performance guarantees portably across different platforms. To overcome this limitation, we have developed software called FCS/nORB that integrates a Feedback Control real-time Scheduling (FCS) service with the nORB small-footprint real-time ORB designed for networked embedded systems. FCS/nORB features feedback control loops that provide real-time performance guarantees by automatically adjusting the rate of remote method invocations transparently to an application. FCS/nORB thus enables real-time applications to be truly portable in terms of real-time performance as well as functionality, without the need for hand tuning. This paper presents the design, implementation, and empirical evaluation of FCS/nORB. Our extensive experiments on a Linux testbed demonstrate that FCS/nORB can provide deadline miss ratio and utilization guarantees in the face of changes in platform and task execution times, while introducing only a small amount of overhead.
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1. Introduction

Object Request Broker (ORB) middleware [31,33] has shown promise in meeting the functional and real-time performance requirements of distributed real-time and embedded (DRE) systems built using common-off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware and software. DRE systems such as avionics mission computing [8], unmanned flight control systems [2], and autonomous aerial surveillance [23] increasingly rely on real-time ORB middleware to meet challenging requirements such as communication and processing timeliness among distributed application components.

Several kinds of middleware are emerging as fundamental building blocks for these kinds of systems. Low-level frameworks such as ACE [30] provide portability across different operating systems and hardware platforms. Resource management frameworks such as Kokyu [10] use low-level elements to configure scheduling and dispatching mechanisms in higher-level middleware. Real-Time ORBs such as TAO [31] and nORB [33] are geared toward providing predictable timing of end-to-end method invocations. ORB services such as the TAO Real-Time Event Service [12] and TAO Scheduling Service [10] offer higher-level services for managing functional and real-time properties of interactions between application components. Finally, higher-level middleware services [13,29,39,41] provide integration of real-time resource management in complex vertically layered DRE applications. However, before it can fully deliver its promise, ORB middleware still faces two key challenges.

- Handle unpredictable workloads: The task execution times and resource requirements of many DRE applications are unknown a priori or may vary significantly at run-time – often because their executions are strongly influenced by the operating environment. For example, the execution time of a visual tracking task may vary dramatically as a function of the number and location of potential targets in a set of camera images sent to it.
- Provide real-time performance portability: A key advantage of middleware is supporting portability across different OS and hardware platforms. However, although the functionality of applications running ORB middleware is readily portable, real-time performance can differ significantly across different platforms and ORBs. Consequently, an application that meets all of its timing constraints on a particular platform may violate the same constraints on another platform. Significant time and cost must then be incurred to test and re-tune an application for each platform on which it is deployed. Hence, DRE applications are
not strictly portable even when developed using today’s ORB middleware. The lack of robust real-time performance portability thus detracts from the benefits of deploying DRE applications on current-generation ORB middleware.

A key reason that existing ORB middleware cannot deal with the above challenges is that common scheduling approaches are based on open-loop algorithms, e.g., Rate Monotonic Scheduling (RMS) or Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [20], which conduct schedulability analysis based on accurate knowledge of task execution times to provide real-time performance guarantees. However, when workloads and available platform resources are variable or simply not known a priori, open-loop scheduling algorithms either result in extremely underutilized systems based on pessimistic worst-case estimation, or in systems that fail when workloads or platform characteristics vary significantly from design-time expectations.

Our solution is to integrate a Feedback Control Real-time Scheduling (FCS) framework [24] with real-time embedded ORB middleware [33], to provide portable real-time performance and robust handling of unpredictable workloads. In contrast to earlier research on real-time scheduling that was concerned with statically assured avoidance of undesirable effects such as overload and deadline misses, FCS algorithms are designed to handle such effects dynamically based on periodic performance feedback. More importantly, FCS algorithms offer an analytic framework to provide soft real-time performance guarantees without underutilizing the system, even when the task execution times are unknown or vary significantly at run-time. While FCS algorithms have been previously analyzed and evaluated through just simulations, this paper presents:

- the design and implementation of an FCS feedback control loop in embedded ORB middleware, and
- the detailed empirical performance evaluation of FCS scheduling service with realistic workloads.

FCS/nORB provides key scheduling support that makes DRE software performance (1) more robust against workload variations when tasks have negotiable QoS parameters that can be adjusted and (2) portable across OS and hardware platforms. The FCS service we have implemented in this work automatically adjusts the rates of method invocations on remote application objects, based on measured performance feedback. Our choice of this adaptation mechanism is motivated by the fact that in many DRE applications, e.g., digital feedback control loops [9,32], sensor data display, and video streaming [5], task rates can be adjusted on-line without causing instability or system failure. Other QoS adaptation mechanisms such as online task admission control can also be incorporated easily into the FCS/nORB middleware system.

Specifically, this paper makes three main contributions to research on DRE systems:

- design documentation of an FCS service at the ORB middleware layer, that provides real-time performance portability and robust performance guarantees in face of workload variations,
- implementation of a feedback control loop and all the components (e.g., monitor, controller, etc.) of the control loop in an embedded ORB middleware that dynamically adjusts the rates of remote method invocations transparently to the application (subject to application-specified constraints), and
- results of empirical performance evaluations on a physical testbed that demonstrate the efficiency, robustness and limitations of applying FCS at the ORB middleware layer.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We first describe the design and implementation of the FCS/nORB middleware in Section 2. We then present results of our empirical performance evaluation on a Linux testbed with both synthetic workload and realistic workload in Section 3. Section 4 surveys related work in the areas of real-time scheduling, software performance control, and adaptive resource management in middleware. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the contributions of this paper.

2. FCS/nORB design

In this section, we first present the application model and architecture design of FCS/nORB. We then describe the feedback control loop instantiated in FCS/nORB, and introduce the implementation details of each component in the control loop. We also briefly review the FCS algorithms previously proposed in [24] as part of the controller component, and give the implementation information of the FCS/nORB system.

2.1. Application model

We now describe the application model adopted by FCS/nORB. With ORB middleware, applications typically execute using method invocations on objects distributed across multiple end systems. Invocation latency for remote methods includes latency on the client, the server, and the communication network. Each method invocation may be subject to an end-to-end deadline. An established approach for handling timeliness of remote method invocations is through end-to-end scheduling [21]. In this approach, an end-to-end deadline is divided into intermediate deadlines on the server, client, and communication network, and the problem of meeting the end-to-end deadline is thus transformed into the problem of meeting every intermediate deadline.

In this paper, we focus on the problem of meeting intermediate deadlines on a single processor, the server. To precisely measure the overhead of FCS on the client side and the server side, respectively, we run client and server on two different processors. Such a configuration is common in networked digital control applications that run multiple control algorithms on a server processor that interacts with several other client processors attached to sensors and actuators. Communication delay is not the focus of this paper, although it is possible to treat a network similarly as a processor in an end-to-end scheduling model.

In the rest of this paper, we use the term task to refer to the execution of a remote method on the server. We assume that each task \( T_i \) has an estimated execution time \( EE_i \), known at design-time. However, the actual execution time of a task may be significantly different from \( EE_i \), and may vary at run time. We also assume that the rate of \( T_i \) can be dynamically adjusted within a range \([R_{min}^{i}, R_{max}^{i}]\). Earlier research has shown that task rates in many real-time applications (e.g., digital feedback control [7], sensor data update, and multimedia [5,6]) can be adjusted without causing application failure. Specifically, each task \( T_i \) is described by the following three attributes:

- \( EE_i \): the estimated execution time,
- \([R_{min}^{i}, R_{max}^{i}]\): the range of acceptable rates, and
- \( R_i(k) \): the rate in the kth control period. \( R_{min}^{i} < R_i(k) < R_{max}^{i} \).

We use \( X_i(k) \) to represent the value of a variable \( X \) in a control period \([k - 1,W_i,kW_i]\), where \( k > 1 \) and \( W \) is the control period length, which is selected so that multiple instances of each task may be released during a control period. We assume all tasks are periodic, and each task \( T_i \)'s (relative) deadline on the server, \( D_i(k) \), is proportional to its period.

---

1. The restrictions can be released to handle aperiodic tasks [24].
A key property of our task model is that it does not require accurate knowledge of task execution times. The execution time of a task may be significantly different from its estimate and may vary at run-time.

2.2. FCS/nORB architecture design

FCS/nORB is developed based on open-source embedded middleware nORB [33], which is a light-weight real-time ORB designed to support networked embedded systems. Both FCS/nORB and the nORB are based on ACE [30], an open-source object-oriented (OO) framework that implements many core concurrent communication patterns for platform-independent distributed software.

2.2.1. Lane-based architecture

In FCS/nORB, for each priority level that is used for remote method invocation requests, a lane [29] is established between the server and a client. A lane is composed of three parts: the server side part, the client side part, and a separate TCP connection between the server and the client to avoid priority inversion at the communication layer.

As shown in Fig. 1, the client part of a lane has a pair of timer thread and connection thread that are connected through a FIFO queue. Each pair of timer/connection threads is assigned a priority and submits method invocation requests to the server at this priority. Each timer thread is associated with a timer that generates periodic timeouts, to initiate method invocation requests at a specified rate.

Similarly, the server part of a lane has a pair of worker and connection threads, connected through an intermediate FIFO queue. Each pair of worker/connection threads is assigned a priority and is responsible for processing method invocation requests at that priority. Connection threads receive method invocation requests from multiple clients and then add the requests to the queue. The worker threads remove requests from the queue, invoke the corresponding methods, and send the results back to clients. The separation of worker threads and connection threads simplifies application programming by avoiding the need of handling asynchronous communication.

We apply the RMS policy [20] to assign task priorities to the thread pairs on the server. Each thread pair on the client shares the same priority as the thread pair on the server that it is connected to. A key contribution of this work is to show that feedback control can be realized in reduced-feature-set ORBs such as nORB that are tailored to fit within the space and power limitations seen in many networked embedded systems, without sacrificing real-time performance.

2.2.2. Priority management

The implementation of feedback control introduces new challenges to the design of scheduling mechanisms in ORB middleware. For instance, the rate adaptation mechanism adopted by FCS/nORB and several other projects [36,38] may dynamically change the rates of real-time tasks. When task priorities are determined by task rates (e.g. in the Rate Monotonic Scheduling (RMS) policy), this may cause the middleware to continuously change the priorities of all its tasks. To satisfy the special requirements posed by rate adaptation, FCS/nORB is configured with the priority-per-lane concurrency architecture.

Traditionally, a concurrency architecture called thread-per-priority has been adopted in most existing DRE middleware (e.g., [31]), include nORB. In that model, the same thread is responsible for executing all tasks with the same priority. This is because the workload is assumed to use only a limited number of fixed task rates. However, this concurrency architecture is not suitable for rate adaptation. Due to rate adaptation, the rates and thus the priorities of real-time tasks vary dynamically at run-time. In such a situation, the thread-per-priority architecture would require the ORB to dynamically move a subtask from one thread to another thread which may introduce significant overhead.

To avoid this problem FCS/nORB implements the priority-per-lane concurrency architecture that executes each task in a separate lane with a separate priority. FCS/nORB adjusts the priorities of the lanes, and thus the priorities of the threads in the lanes, only when the order of the task rates is changed. While the task rates may vary at every control period, the order of task rates often changes at a much lower frequency, especially when FCS/nORB adopts the proportional rate adjustment policy, which is introduced in Section 2.3. Therefore, the priority-per-lane architecture enables FCS/nORB to adapt task rates in a more flexible way, with less overhead.

A potential advantage of the thread-per-priority architecture is that it may need fewer threads to execute applications when multiple tasks share the same rate (i.e., priority). However, as FCS/nORB is targeted at memory-constrained networked embedded systems that commonly have limited number of tasks on a processor, each task can be easily mapped to a lane with a unique native thread priority even in a priority-per-lane architecture.

2.3. FCS/nORB feedback control loop

The core of FCS/nORB is a feedback control loop that periodically monitors and controls its controlled variables by adjusting QoS parameters (e.g., task rates or service levels). Candidate controlled variables include the total (CPU) utilization and the

![Fig. 1. The Architecture of FCS/nORB.](image-url)
(deadline) miss ratio. The utilization, \( U(k) \), is defined as the fraction of time when the CPU is busy in the \( k \)th control period. The miss ratio, \( M(k) \), is the number of deadlines missed divided by the total number of completed tasks\(^2\) in the \( k \)th control period. Performance references represent the desired values of the controlled variables, i.e., the desired miss ratio \( M \) or the desired utilization \( U \). For example, a particular system may require a miss ratio \( M = 1.5\% \) or a utilization \( U = 70\% \). The goal of the feedback control loop is to enforce the performance references specified by the application, via runtime QoS adaptation.

The feedback control loop of FCS/nORB on the server side includes a utilization monitor, a miss ratio monitor, a controller, a rate allocator, and a pair of FCS/connection threads. The control loop on a client includes a rate modulator and a pair of FCS/connection threads. All FCS/connection threads in the FCS service are assigned the highest priority so that the feedback control loop can run in overload conditions, when it is needed most. The FCS/connection threads on the server are connected with each client connection thread through a TCP connection we call a feedback lane. We now present the details of each component.

### 2.3.1. Utilization monitor

The utilization monitor uses the \(/proc/stat\) file in Linux to estimate the CPU utilization in each control period. The \(/proc/stat\) file records the number of jiffies (each 1/100 of a second) since the system start time, when the CPU is in user mode, user mode with low priority (nice), system mode, and when used by the idle task. At the end of each control period, the utilization monitor reads the counters, and estimates CPU utilization by dividing the number of jiffies used by the idle task in the last control period by the total number of jiffies in the same period. We note that the same technique is used by the benchmarking tool, NetPerf [28].

### 2.3.2. Deadline miss monitor

The deadline miss monitor measures the percentage of completed tasks that miss their deadlines on the server in each control period. FCS/nORB maintains two counters for each pair of connection/worker threads on the server. One counter records the number of completed tasks in the current control period, and the other records the number of tasks that missed their deadlines in the same period. Each connection thread timestamps every method invocation request when it arrives from its nORB lane. The worker thread checks whether a completed task has missed its deadline and updates the counters after it sends the invocation result to the client.

At the end of each control period, the deadline miss monitor aggregates the counters of all worker/connection threads, and computes the deadline miss ratio in the control period. Note that FCS/nORB maintains separate counters for each pair of connection/worker threads instead of shared global counters, to reduce contention among threads updating the counters. This use of thread-specific storage is important because contention among worker threads could either allow priority inversions or introduce unnecessary overhead to prevent them.

### 2.3.3. Controller

The controller implements the three control algorithms presented in Section 2.4. Each time it periodically scheduled timer fires, the controller invokes the utilization and/or deadline miss monitors, computes the total estimated utilization for the next control period, and then invokes the rate assigner.

### 2.3.4. Rate assigner

The rate assigner on the server and the rate modulator on its clients together serve as actuators in the feedback control loop. The rate assigner computes the new task rates to enforce the total estimated utilization computed by the controller. Different policies can be applied to assign task rates. Our rate assigner currently implements a simple policy that is called Proportional Rate Adjustment (PRA) in this paper. Assuming that the initial rate of task \( i \) is \( R_i(0) \), the initial total estimated utilization \( B(0) = \sum R_i(0) \), and the total estimated utilization for the following \( (k) \)th control period is \( B(k) \), the PRA policy assigns the new rate to task \( i \) as follows:

\[
R_i(k) = (B(k)B(0))N_i(0).
\]

If \( R_i(k) \) falls outside its acceptable range \([R_{i\text{min}}, R_{i\text{max}}]\), it is rounded to the closer limit. It can be easily proven that PRA enforces the total estimated utilization, i.e., \( B(k) = \sum R_i(k) \), if no task rates reach their lower or upper limits.

The PRA policy treats all the tasks "fairly" in the sense that the relative rates among tasks always remain the same if no tasks reach their rate limits. When an application runs on a faster platform, the rates of all tasks will be increased proportionally, while on a slower platform, the rates of all tasks will be decreased proportionally. A side effect of the PRA policy is that priorities of tasks will not change at run-time under RMS because the relative order of task rates remains the same. This reduces overhead on the clients because they do not need to change task deadlines on the fly. However, since PRA potentially changes the rate of every task in each control period, it may introduce relatively high overhead for resetting all the timers on the clients. Fortunately, as shown in our measurement, such overhead is small when ACE timers are used.

Note that the PRA policy is based on the assumption that all tasks are "equally important". When this assumption is not true, the rate assigner needs to optimize the total system value under the constraint of the total estimated utilization. Although the value optimization problem is not a focus of this study, existing optimization algorithms, e.g., [17], could be used in the rate assigner to address this problem.

### 2.3.5. Rate modulator

A rate modulator is located on each client. It receives the new rates for its remote method invocation requests from the server side rate assigner through the feedback lane, and resets the interval of the timer threads whose request rates have been changed.

### 2.4. FCS control algorithms

The FCS/nORB controller implements three FCS algorithms developed based on the choice of different sets of these controlled variables [24]. The FC-U and FC-M algorithms each control the utilization \( U \) and the miss ratio \( M \), respectively, and the FC-UM algorithm controls both \( U \) and \( M \) at the same time. The utilization and miss ratio monitors measure the controlled variables, \( U(k) \) and \( M(k) \), respectively. At the end of each control period, the Controller compares the controlled variable with its corresponding performance reference \((U_i \text{ or } M_i)\), and computes \( B(k+1) \), the total estimated utilization for the subsequent control period. The QoS Actuators then adjust tasks’ QoS parameters to enforce the total estimated utilization on the server. For example, a rate actuator assigns a new set of task rates such that, i.e., \( B(k+1) = \sum (E_i + R_i(k+1)) \), and instructs each client to adjust its invocation rate accordingly. Other examples of QoS actuation mechanisms include admission control and adaptation techniques based on the imprecise computation model [22]. It is important to note that \( B(k) \) may be different from \( U(k) \) due to the difference between the estimated and actual task execution times.

We now briefly review the three FCS algorithms presented in our earlier work [24] to provide a complete understanding of the controller component. The key contributions of this paper lie in

---

\(^2\) When a task has a firm deadline, it may be aborted when it misses its deadline. An aborted task is counted as a completed one and a deadline miss for miss ratio calculation.
2.4.1. FC-U
FC-U embodies a feedback loop to enforce a specified utilization. Pseudo code for the FC-U algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. FC-U is appropriate for systems with a known (schedulable) utilization bound. In such systems, FC-U can guarantee a zero miss ratio in steady-state if \( U_s \) is lower than the utilization bound. However, FC-U is not applicable for a system whose utilization bound is unknown, or may underutilize the system when its utilization bound is highly pessimistic.

2.4.2. FC-M
Unlike FC-U, which controls the miss ratio indirectly through utilization control, FC-M utilizes a feedback loop to control the miss ratio directly. Pseudo-code for the FC-M algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.

Compared with FC-U, the advantage of FC-M is that it does not depend on any knowledge about the utilization bound. It may also achieve a higher CPU utilization than FC-U, whose utilization reference (based on a theoretical utilization bound) is often pessimistic. However, because the miss ratio does not indicate the extent of underutilization when \( M(k) > 0 \), FC-M must have a positive miss ratio reference (i.e., \( M_s > 0 \)). Consequently, it will have a small but non-zero miss ratio even in steady-state [24]. Therefore, FC-M is only applicable to soft real-time systems that can tolerate sporadic deadline misses in steady-state.

2.4.3. FC-UM
FC-UM integrates miss ratio control and utilization control to combine their advantages. Pseudo-code for the FC-UM algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.

The advantage of FC-U is its ability to meet all deadlines \( (M(k) = 0) \) in steady-states if the utilization reference is lower than the utilization bound. The advantage of FC-M is that it can achieve a low (but non-zero) miss ratio and higher utilization even when the utilization bound is unknown or pessimistic. Through integrated control, FC-UM aims to achieve the advantages of both the FC-U and FC-M algorithms. In a system with a FC-UM scheduler, the system administrator can simply set the utilization reference \( U_s \) to a value that causes no deadline misses in the nominal case (e.g., based on system profiling or experience), and set the miss ratio reference \( M_s \) according to the application's miss ratio requirement. FC-UM can guarantee zero deadline misses in the nominal case while also guaranteeing that the miss ratio stays close to \( M_s \) even if the utilization reference becomes lower than the (unknown) utilization bound of the system.

Based on control theory, the FCS algorithms can be proven to have the following control properties. First, the system stability is guaranteed as long as the actual task execution times within a specified range from (several times greater or smaller than) their estimated values. Second, the performance references (miss ratio or utilization) can be precisely achieved in the steady-state as long as the system is within its stability range, even when task execution times vary at run-time. Finally, the parameters \( K_u \) and \( K_m \) can be determined based on a trade-off between the stability range and the system settling time. Small values of \( K_u \) and \( K_m \) may cause
In this section, we present the results of four sets of experiments we ran on a Linux testbed. Experiment I evaluated the performance portability of applications on FCS/nORB on two different server platforms. On both platforms, we first ran the same synthetic workload for which the actual task execution times significantly deviate from their estimated execution times (the same estimates were used in all experiments). Experiment II stress-tested FCS/nORB’s ability to provide robust performance guarantees with a workload whose task execution times varied dramatically at run-time. Experiment III adopted an image matching workload that is representative of target location applications, to examine FCS/nORB’s robust performance guarantees in realistic environment. Finally, Experiment IV measured the overhead introduced by the FCS control service from three different perspectives.

3.1. Experimental set-up

3.1.1. Platform

We performed our experiments on three PCs named Server A, Server B, and client. Server A and client were Dell 1.8 GHz Celeron PCs, each with 512 MB of RAM. Server A and client were directly connected with a 100 Mbps crossover Ethernet cable. They both ran Red Hat Linux release 7.3 (Kernel 2.4.19). Server B was a Dell 1.99 GHz Pentium4 PC with 256 MB of RAM. Server B and client were connected through our departmental 100 Mbps LAN. Server B ran Red Hat Linux release 7.3 (Kernel 2.4.18). Server A and Server B served as servers in separate experiments, while client served as the only client host in all experiments.

3.1.2. Workload

To evaluate the robustness of FCS/nORB, we used both a synthetic workload and a more realistic one that simulated real applications in our experiments. Since we focused on unpredictable workload and platform portability, the estimated execution times were different from the actual execution times in all experiments. The same estimated execution times were used in all experiments despite the fact that they used different platforms and as a result had different actual task execution times. With FCS, re-profiling of task execution times was not needed to provide performance guarantees.

The synthetic workload comprised 12 tasks. Each task periodically invoked one of three methods (shown in Table 1) of an application object. All the tasks invoking the same method shared the same maximum rate, but their minimum rates were randomly chosen from a range listed in the “min rate” column in Table 1.

The realistic workload comprised of an avionic task set and an additional target location task. The avionics task set is based on an F-16 simulator presented in [1]. It includes four separate tasks (guide, control, and slow and fast navigation) with different rate ranges and execution times as shown in Table 2. We chose these tasks in our workload because their rate ranges are available [1].

The additional target location task is included because of its relatively high computing intensity and its potential execution time variation in the runtime. Those two properties make the simulated avionic system suffer a runtime performance variation, which provides a typical platform for FCS to apply.

A common solution for target location includes a series of steps including image restoration and enhancement, geometric correction, image matching, etc. For the sake of simplicity, we implemented only the most critical step, image matching [27], in our experiment. The goal of image matching is to search input images (periodically captured by camera equipments) for a target, which is represented by another smaller sized template image. Specifically, every pixel in the input image is potentially part of where the target is located so they all are candidate points. All those candidate points will be checked exhaustively for their similarity values with the target template (some advanced image matching algorithms only check a subset of all pixel positions). At each of
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long settling time for the system to achieve the desired performance while large values may affect the system stability. The detailed proofs are not shown due to space limitations but available in [24].

2.5. Implementation

FCS/nORB 1.0 is implemented in C++ using ACE 5.2.7 on Linux. The entire FCS/nORB middleware (excluding the code in the ACE library and IDL compiler library) is implemented in 7898 lines of C++ code – compared to 4586 lines of code in the original nORB. Both nORB and FCS/nORB are open-source software and can be downloaded from

- nORB: http://deuce.doc.wustl.edu/nORB/
- FCS/nORB: http://www.ece.utk.edu/~xwang/RTES/FCS_nORB/

3. Empirical evaluations

In this section, we present the results of four sets of experiments we ran on a Linux testbed. Experiment I evaluated the performance portability of applications on FCS/nORB on two different server platforms. On both platforms, we first ran the same synthetic workload for which the actual task execution times significantly deviate from their estimated execution times (the same estimates were used in all experiments). Experiment II stress-tested FCS/nORB’s ability to provide robust performance guarantees with a workload whose task execution times varied dramatically at run-time. Experiment III adopted an image matching workload that is representative of target location applications, to examine FCS/nORB’s robust performance guarantees in realistic environment. Finally, Experiment IV measured the overhead introduced by the FCS control service from three different perspectives.

3.1. Experimental set-up

3.1.1. Platform

We performed our experiments on three PCs named Server A, Server B, and client. Server A and client were Dell 1.8 GHz Celeron PCs, each with 512 MB of RAM. Server A and client were directly connected with a 100 Mbps crossover Ethernet cable. They both ran Red Hat Linux release 7.3 (Kernel 2.4.19). Server B was a Dell 1.99 GHz Pentium4 PC with 256 MB of RAM. Server B and client were connected through our departmental 100 Mbps LAN. Server B ran Red Hat Linux release 7.3 (Kernel 2.4.18). Server A and Server B served as servers in separate experiments, while client served as the only client host in all experiments.

3.1.2. Workload

To evaluate the robustness of FCS/nORB, we used both a synthetic workload and a more realistic one that simulated real applications in our experiments. Since we focused on unpredictable workload and platform portability, the estimated execution times were different from the actual execution times in all experiments. The same estimated execution times were used in all experiments despite the fact that they used different platforms and as a result had different actual task execution times. With FCS, re-profiling of task execution times was not needed to provide performance guarantees.

The synthetic workload comprised 12 tasks. Each task periodically invoked one of three methods (shown in Table 1) of an application object. All the tasks invoking the same method shared the same maximum rate, but their minimum rates were randomly chosen from a range listed in the “min rate” column in Table 1.

The realistic workload comprised of an avionic task set and an additional target location task. The avionics task set is based on an F-16 simulator presented in [1]. It includes four separate tasks (guide, control, and slow and fast navigation) with different rate ranges and execution times as shown in Table 2. We chose these tasks in our workload because their rate ranges are available [1].

The additional target location task is included because of its relatively high computing intensity and its potential execution time variation in the runtime. Those two properties make the simulated avionic system suffer a runtime performance variation, which provides a typical platform for FCS to apply.

A common solution for target location includes a series of steps including image restoration and enhancement, geometric correction, image matching, etc. For the sake of simplicity, we implemented only the most critical step, image matching [27], in our experiment. The goal of image matching is to search input images (periodically captured by camera equipments) for a target, which is represented by another smaller sized template image. Specifically, every pixel in the input image is potentially part of where the target is located so they all are candidate points. All those candidate points will be checked exhaustively for their similarity values with the target template (some advanced image matching algorithms only check a subset of all pixel positions). At each of
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3 We acknowledge that FCS/nORB may not be directly applicable to safety-critical real-time systems such as flight control for manned aircraft, which require hard performance guarantees.
whether the target is being found on the input image or the focus in the execution time is unknown a priori. The variation of the task starts at a high level in the beginning, then drops to a low level, resulting in the loss of the object template. In this situation, the candidate region with the same size as target template is extracted from the input image to compare with target template pixel by pixel. All the individual similarity values from each of the corresponding pixel pairs are summed up as an overall similarity value for this candidate point. The candidate point with largest similarity will be identified as the match place, so long as its similarity value is larger than a pre-defined threshold. A target is considered to have been located when its match place is found. In our experiment, absolute difference (AD) is used to compute the similarity.

The application scenario for our experiment is as follows. Before the target object of interest is located, the image matching task searches the full input image for a match with the template. After an object is found at a particular location, a focus region is shrunk from the full image to a small region that is centered at the known location of the object in subsequent images to save CPU cycles for other tasks. However, in some cases a fast moving object may escape from the focus region between two consecutive invocations of the task, resulting in the loss of the object template. In this situation, the full image must be searched again to relocate the target. Therefore, in our scenario the execution time for the image matching task starts at a high level in the beginning, then drops to a low level when the target has been detected. After this target is lost, the execution time returns again to its initial high level. The variation in the execution time is unknown a priori because it depends whether the target is being found on the input image or the focus region.

Fig. 5 shows those images used in our experiment. Since the execution time of the exhaustive image matching with AD algorithm depends only on the sizes of those images and is insensitive to their contents, a same input image (Fig. 5a) can be used in every invocation of the image matching task without affecting the task workload, which is the main concern of FCS/nORB. Similarly, a same focus region (Fig. 5b) can also be used. The switch between the full input image and the focus region is forced to simulate the target capture and loss. In the sequence described in above scenario, we first use the full input image to search for the target template. At a certain time the target is found and we then start to search the focus region image for a while. Finally we change back to the input image by assuming the target is lost from the focus region. Although the images used in our experiments are simplified compared to real world scenarios, they are sufficient for the purpose of causing realistic variations in the task execution time.

3.1.3. FCS configuration

The configuration parameters for FCS are shown in Table 3. To demonstrate the robustness of feedback control, the same configuration was used in all experiments even though they were performed on different platforms and tested with different workloads and execution times. The controller parameters $K_c$ and $K_s$ were computed using control theory based on a trade-off between stability range and system settling time [24]. The utilization reference of FC-U is chosen to be 70%, slightly lower than the RMS schedulable utilization bound for 12 tasks: $12(2^{1/12} - 1) = 71%$. FC-U had a higher utilization reference (75%) because it uses miss ratio control as we discussed in Section 3. The control period used in Experiments I and II is 4 s. Since in the real image matching workload task 1 and task 3 both have 5 s as their maximum period, we set the control period in Experiment III to 10 s to decrease the sampling jitter caused by rate tuning. As a baseline, we also ran these experiments under open-loop scheduling (RMS) by turning off the feedback loop. For simplicity, the open-loop baseline is called OPEN in the rest of the paper.

3.2. Experiment I: performance portability

In Experiment I, the execution time of each task on Server A remained approximately twice its estimated value throughout each run. The purpose of this set of experiments was to evaluate the performance of the FCS algorithms and OPEN when task execution times vary significantly from estimated values, either due to the difference between a new deployment platform and the original platform on which the tasks were profiled, or to significant inaccuracy in task profiling.

Our first experiment emulates common engineering practice based on open loop scheduling. We first tuned task rates based on the estimated execution times so that the total estimated utilization was 70%. However, when we ran the tasks at the rates according to the predicted rates, the server locked up. This is not surprising: since the estimated execution times were inaccurate, the actual total requested utilization by all nORB threads reached approximately 140%. This caused the Linux kernel to freeze because all nORB threads were run (with the root privilege) at realtime scheduling priorities that are higher than kernel priorities on Linux. When the CPU utilization requested by nORB threads reached 100%, no kernel activities were able to execute. To avoid

<p>| Table 1 |
| Methods invoked by the workload |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Estimated execution time (ms)</th>
<th>Min rate</th>
<th>Max rate</th>
<th>Number of invoking tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>[1.1,2.1]</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>[1.3,1.9]</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>[1.2,2.2]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| Table 2 |
| Task sets in real image matching workload |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Est. execution time (ms)</th>
<th>Min rate</th>
<th>Max rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guide</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow navigation</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast navigation</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target location</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 3 |
| FCS configuration in all experiments |
|          | FC-U | FC-M | FC-UM |
| Reference | $U_r = 70\%$ | $M_1 = 1.5\%$ | $K_c, K_s$ |
| $K_c$, $K_s$ | $K_c = 0.185$, $K_s = 0.414$ | $M_1 = 1.5\%$, $U_r = 75\%$ |
| Control period | 4 s (10 s in Experiment III) |            |

Fig. 5. Images used in Experiment III.
this problem using common real-time engineering techniques, all the tasks would need to be re-profiled for each platform on which the application is deployed. Hence, the open-loop approach can cost developers significant time to tune the workload to achieve the same performance on different platforms. This lack of performance portability is an especially serious problem when there is a large number of potential platforms (e.g., in a product line) or if a potential platform is unknown at system development time.

We now examine the experimental results for the FCS algorithms themselves. As an example, Fig. 6 illustrates the sampled utilization $U(k)$, the miss ratio $M(k)$, and the total estimated utilization $B(k)$ computed by the controller in a typical run under FC-U. All tasks started from their lowest rates. The feedback control loop rapidly increased $U(k)$ by raising task rates (proportional to $B(k)$). At the 5th sampling point, the $U(k)$ reached 67.7% and settled in a steady-state around 70%. This result shows that FC-U can self-tune task rates to achieve the specified CPU utilization even when task execution times were significantly different from estimated values. The results are consistent with the control analysis presented in [24].

The performance results for FC-U, FC-M, and FC-UM on Server A are summarized in Fig. 7a–c. The performance metrics we used included the miss ratio and utilization in steady-state, and the settling time. The steady-state miss ratio is defined as the average miss ratio in a steady-state. The steady-state utilization is similarly defined as the average utilization in a steady-state. Both metrics measure the performance of a system after its adaptation process settles down to a steady-state. Settling time represents the time it takes the system to settle down to a steady-state. The settling time can also be viewed as the duration of the self-tuning period after an application is ported to a new platform. It is usually difficult to determine the precise settling time on a noisy, real system. As an approximation, we considered that FC-U and FC-M entered a steady-state at the first sampling instant when $U(k)$ reached 0.99$U_{ref}$, and FC-M entered a steady-state at the first sampling instant when $U(k)$ reached 0.99$U_{ref}$ in the last control period of the experiment. Each data point in Fig. 7a–c is the mean of three repeated runs, and each run took 800 s. The standard deviations in miss ratio, utilization, and settling time are below 0.01%, 0.03%, and 6.11 s (i.e., a 1.53 control period), respectively.

From Fig. 7a, we can see that both FC-U and FC-UM caused no deadline misses in steady-states. FC-M’s steady-state miss ratio is 1.49%, compared to the miss ratio reference of 1.5%. At the same time, the steady-state utilizations of FC-U and FC-UM are respectively 70.01% and 74.97%, compared to respective utilization references of 70.00% and 75%. The result for FC-U occurred because the utilization control dominated in steady-state due to the fact that its steady-state utilization is lower than the miss ratio control. In contrast, FC-M achieved a higher utilization (98.93%) in the steady-state at the cost of a slightly higher miss ratio.

As shown in Fig. 7c, FC-M and FC-UM both had significantly longer settling times than FC-U due to the saturation of miss ratio control in underutilization. This means that FC-M and FC-UM need more self-tuning time before they can reach steady-states. Note that the settling times of FC-M and FC-UM are related to the initial task rates. In our experiments, all tasks started from their lowest possible rates in the beginning of the self-tuning phase. The settling times can be reduced by setting the initial task rates closer to the desired rates. For example, we may choose the initial rates to be the same as the desired rates on the slowest platform in a product line.
To further evaluate the performance portability of FCS/nORB, we re-ran the same experiments on Server B. Typical runs of FC-U, FC-UM, and FC-M are shown in Figs. 8–10, respectively. Each run takes 1200 s. As was the case on Server A, all the algorithms successfully enforced their utilization and/or miss ratio references in steady-state. The difference is that all tasks ran at a higher rate (proportionally to $R(k)$) on Server B than Server A because Server B is faster than Server A. In addition, all algorithms had longer settling times on Server B than Server A. This is consistent with our control analyses in [24].

In summary, Experiment I demonstrated that FCS/nORB can provide a desired utilization or miss ratio even when (1) applications were ported to different platforms and (2) task execution times were significantly different from their estimations. Therefore, FCS/nORB represents a way to perform automatic performance tuning on a new platform.

In addition, we note that a combination of FCS and open-loop scheduling can be used to achieve both self-tuning and run-time efficiency for applications with steady workloads. When an application is ported to a new platform, it can be scheduled initially using the FCS algorithm to converge to a steady-state with desired performance. Then the feedback control loop can be turned off and the algorithms can continue to run at the correct rates under open-loop scheduling.

3.3. Experiment II: varying realistic workload

In Experiment II, we examined FCS/nORB’s performance with the realistic workload in which the execution time of the target location task vary dynamically.

Fig. 11 shows a typical run of OPEN. In the beginning of the run, the target location task had a long execution time while it searched the whole input images for the interested object. Consequently, the CPU utilization was close to 95% and a number of task invocations missed their deadlines. At around 160th control period, the target was assumed to have been found, so the focus region was shrunk to locate the target. CPU utilization dropped significantly as we can observe in Fig. 11. This drop switched the system from an over-utilized status. We continued by assuming the target escaped from the focus region at around the 265th control period, so the execution time of the target location task then returned to its original level. At that point utilization again returned to an overload condition. Hence in this scenario, the OPEN system just switched back and forth between overload with deadline misses, and underutilization with unnecessarily low task rates, neither of which leads to satisfactory performance.

Figs. 12 and 13 show that both FC-U and FC-UM maintained specified utilization levels in their steady-states, which was over most of the entire run. The performance of FC-U is illustrated in Fig. 12. The CPU utilization was decreased to the set point (70%) at the 15th period, so deadline misses were avoided. At around 160th period, when the system found the object, FC-U drove the utilization back up to the set point by increasing the rates of all current tasks to utilize the CPU better. The faster rates also improved the system utility. Particularly for our image matching task, more frequent invocation of the image matching task improves tracking precision while reducing the chance that the tracked object may escape from the window image. At the 165th control period, when the target did escape from the focus region, the full image was searched again to relocate the target. FC-U only had a very transient spike of deadline misses, which is highly preferable compared with OPEN. The performance of FC-UM shown in Fig. 13 had similar results to FC-U. The only difference is that the settling time was longer when the system recovered from underutilized status, for the same reasons explained in previous section.
Interestingly, FC-M caused the system to lock up when the execution times increased. This is because FC-M achieved a high utilization (more than 90%) before the execution time increased at around 160th control period. The utilization then increased to 100% due to the increase in execution times, and the system again locked up due to kernel starvation. In contrast, previous simulation results [24] showed that FC-M could handle such varying workload because the impact of CPU over-utilization by the middleware on kernel activities was not modeled in the simulator, which was design to simulate a scheduler in the OS kernel.

In general, FCS/nORB cannot handle varying workload that even transiently increases the utilization to 100% due to the starvation of the kernel under such conditions. This result shows a limitation of middleware implementations on top of common general purpose operating systems (e.g., Linux, Windows, and Solaris) in which real-time scheduling priorities are higher than kernel priorities. On such platforms, the range of variation in utilization that the FCS algorithms can handle is limited by its steady-state utilization before the variation occurs. For example, with a utilization reference of $U_0$, FC-U can only handle a utilization increase of no more than $(1 - U_0)$ in order to provide robust utilization guarantees. Therefore, the utilization reference of FC-U and FC-UM should consider this safety margin in the face of varying workload. Since FC-M usually achieves a high utilization and, more importantly, does not have control over its safety margin, a middleware implementation of FC-M is less appropriate for time varying workloads.

Experiments II demonstrated that FC-U and FC-UM can provide robust performance guarantees, even when task execution times vary (within the aforementioned safety margin) at run-time.

3.4. Experiment III: overhead measurement

The feedback control loop for each FCS algorithm introduces overhead. This overhead is caused by several factors including the timer associated with FCS, the cost of utilization and miss ratio monitoring, the control computation in the controller, and the rate calculation and communication overhead in the rate assigner. FCS is a viable middleware service only if the overhead it introduces is sufficiently low.

3.4.1. Coarse-grained overhead measurement

To quantify the overhead imposed by the FCS algorithms, we compared the average CPU utilization under different scheduling algorithms when the same workload is applied to the system running on Server A. To limit the overhead caused by utilization monitoring for OPEN and FC-M, average CPU utilizations were measured by setting the control period of the utilization monitor to the duration of the entire run, i.e., the utilization monitor is only invoked twice for each run with FC-M and OPEN – once at the beginning of the run, and once at the end of the run. The average CPU utilization of FC-U and FC-UM was measured by averaging the utilization of each control period, since they need to execute the utilization monitor periodically. To keep the application workload constant, we disabled the rate modulator on the clients so that all tasks always ran at constant rates.

The results of the overhead measurements are summarized in Table 4. The first row shows the mean of the average utilizations in 8 repeated runs, along with its 90% confidence interval. Each run lasted for 800 s, a total of 200 control periods. The second row shows the overhead of each FCS algorithm in terms of CPU utilization, which is computed by subtracting OPEN’s utilization from each FCS algorithm’s utilization.

The 90% confidence interval of the most efficient algorithm, FC-U, actually overlapped with that of OPEN, which meant that FC-U showed no statistically significant overhead based on our measurement. FC-M and FC-UM, however, showed statistically significant overhead compared to OPEN. Over a 4 s control period, all three FCS algorithms introduced overhead of less than 1% of the total CPU utilization. FC-U introduced the least overhead among all FCS algorithms, indicating that the utilization monitor was more efficient than the miss ratio monitor. While the utilization monitor only needs to read the /proc/stat file once every control period, the miss ratio monitor requires time stamping every method invocation twice. FC-UM’s overhead is slightly less than the sum of the overheads from FC-M and FC-U. This is because, while FC-UM ran both monitors, it only execute the controller and actuator once per invocation.

3.4.2. Fine-grained overhead measurement

Although the above overhead measurement shows satisfactory results based on utilization comparison between OPEN and FCS algorithms, we noticed two limitations of the above measurement approach. The first one is that the Linux system file /proc/stat records the number of jiffies. Since each jiffy is 10 ms (1/100 of a second), the granularity of above measurement is too coarse for precise measurements on the overhead. The second problem is that CPU utilization may suffer interference from the operating system itself even though we minimized the number of system processes.

To measure overhead more accurately, we adopted a time-stamping approach. Firstly, we differentiated all FCS related code from the original nORB code. Then two time stamps were taken at the starting point and finishing point of each segment of FCS code to get the execution time of FCS. Fortunately, since most FCS code is within feedback lane which is running with highest Linux real-time priority, the code segment between two timestamps will not be preempted during its execution. Hence, the time-stamped result accurately reflects the real execution overhead.

To achieve fine-grained measurements, we needed an accurate time-stamping function. The commonly used gettimeofday system call can not be used here since this function is also based on a 10 ms scale. Instead we adopted a nanosecond scale time measuring function called gethrtime. This function uses an OS-specific high-resolution timer, which can be found on Solaris, AIX, Win32/Pentium, Linux/Pentium and VxWorks, to return the number of clock cycles since the CPU was powered up or reset. The gethrtime function has a low overhead and is based on a 64 bit clock cycle counter. With the clock counter number divided by the CPU speed, we can get reasonably precise and accurate time measurements. Since gethrtime is supported on Pentium processor, we performed our fine-grained overhead measurements on Server B, a Dell Pentium4 PC.

In Table 5 we list all FCS related operations and their overheads for the three FCS algorithms respectively. All results in that table are averaged values of 10 runs and each run’s result is an average over 300 continuous control periods. Operations 1–4, respectively give the overhead of the utilization monitor, the miss ratio monitor, the controller, and the rate assigner, all of which ran in a feedback lane at highest priority. Operation 5 ran in the remote method invocation lane and was used to time stamp each remote method invocation from the client side twice to check whether it meets the deadline as Section 2.2 explains. The overheads of operations 1–4 are relatively fixed for each control period, while the overhead of operation 5 depends on how many invocations come from client side in a given control period. The measured overhead for one sin-
Table 5
Results of differentiated fine-grained overhead measurement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>FC-U (μs)</th>
<th>FC-M (μs)</th>
<th>FC-UM (μs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Utilization monitor</td>
<td>/proc/stat system file reading</td>
<td>160.90</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>263.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Miss ratio monitor</td>
<td>Deadline miss ratio reading</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>181.29</td>
<td>43.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Controller</td>
<td>Control analysis</td>
<td>40.64</td>
<td>49.84</td>
<td>43.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Rate assigner</td>
<td>Calculating new rate; transmitting new rate to client side</td>
<td>659.90</td>
<td>633.73</td>
<td>637.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Time stamp</td>
<td>Time stamping each remote method invocation twice to check deadline</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.1246</td>
<td>0.1246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>(Assuming 1000 remote method invocations in each control period)</td>
<td>861.44</td>
<td>989.46</td>
<td>1068.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 14. Detailed overhead measurement.

4. Related work

Control theoretic approaches have been applied to various computing and networking systems. A survey of feedback performance control for software services is presented in [3]. Recent research on applying control theory to real-time scheduling is directly related to this paper. For example, Steere et al. developed a feedback-based CPU scheduler [35] that coordinated allocation of the CPU to consumer and supplier threads, to guarantee the fill level of buffers. Goel et al. developed feedback-based schedulers [11] that guaranteed desired progress rates for real-time applications. Abeni et al., presented analysis of a reservation-based feedback scheduler in [4]. In our previous work [24,25,38], feedback control algorithms were developed to provide deadline miss ratio and utilization guarantees for real-time applications with unknown task execution times. Feedback control real-time scheduling has also been extended to handle distributed systems [26,34]. For systems requiring discrete control adaptation strategies, hybrid control theory has been adopted to control state transitions among different system configurations [1,16]. Feedback control has also been successfully applied to power control [18] and digital control applications [7]. A key difference between the work presented in this paper and the related work is that we describe the design and evaluation of a FCS service at the ORB middleware layer, while the related work is based either on simulations [1,16,24–26,34,38] or kernel level implementation [4,7,35].

Adaptive middleware is emerging as a core building block for DRE systems. For example, TAO [31], dynamicTAO [15], ZEN [14], and nORB [33] are adaptive middleware frameworks that can (re)configure various properties of Object Request Broker (ORB) middleware at design- and run-time. Higher-level adaptive resource management frameworks, such as QoS [41], Kokyu [10] and RTARM [13], leverage lower-level mechanisms provided by ORB middleware to (re)configure scheduling, dispatching, and other QoS mechanisms in higher-level middleware. ORB services such as the TAO Real-Time Event Service [11] and TAO Scheduling Service [10] offer high level services for managing functional and real-time properties of interactions between application components. The difference between the work presented in this paper and earlier work at adaptive ORB middleware is that our work integrated a unified control theoretic framework with a reduced-feature set ORB (nORB). As a result, our work provides adaptive middleware service, with real-time performance guaranteed by control theories, to networked embedded systems with storage space and power limitations. Agilos [19] was an earlier effort on control-based middleware framework for QoS adaptation in distributed multimedia applications. Our work provides a general framework which is applicable to various real-time applications, whereas Agilos only supports adaptation strategies (e.g., image operations) specific to multimedia applications (e.g., visual tracking).

Another project that is closely related to FCS/nORB is ControlWare [40], which is also an incarnation of software performance control at the middleware layer. The difference is that ControlWare embodies adaptation mechanisms (such as server process allocation
in the Apache server) that are tailored for Quality of Service provisioning on Internet servers, while FCS/nORB integrates Feedback Control real-time Scheduling with method invocation mechanisms for real-time embedded systems. In our previous work, we have developed FC-ORB [36], feedback controlled middleware for distributed real-time systems. FC-ORB only controls processor utilization and is designed to handle end-to-end tasks while FCS/nORB controls both processor utilization and deadline miss ratio and focuses on the server side.

WSOA [8] gave a large-scale demonstration of adaptive resource management at multiple architectural levels in a realistic distributed avionics mission computing environment. The WSOA image transmission application is in essence a networked ad hoc control system, with adaptation of image tile compression to meet download deadlines. Based on the WSOA application, a real-time system computing model and theoretical controller has been developed in [37]. Similar to the WSOA project, in this paper, we also seek to complement existing middleware projects for DRE systems, and increase the capabilities offered by DRE middleware as a whole.

5. Conclusions

In summary, we have designed and implemented a Feedback Control real-time scheduling service atop ORB middleware for distributed real-time embedded systems. Performance evaluation on a physical testbed has shown that (1) FCS/nORB can guarantee specified miss ratio and CPU utilization levels even when task execution times deviate significantly from their estimated values or change significantly at run-time; (2) FCS/nORB can provide similar performance guarantees on platforms with different processing capabilities; and (3) the middleware layer instantiation of performance control loops only introduces a small amount of processing overhead on the client and server. These results demonstrate that a combination of FCS and ORB middleware is a promising approach to achieve robust real-time performance guarantees and performance portability for DRE applications.
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